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Presentation Notes
IntroSense of audience - # of gamers? # of hackers? # grinders/biohackers? #cypherpunks? # DIY Drone operators/builders? # robotics builders/hobbyists? # AI fans?Keep your hand up - # of game consoles?  # of cell phones? # of computers? # hours spent gaming? # hour spent on social media?Some of you may be wondering why I’m asking all of these questions. What I just demonstrated was the significant gap between our senior leaders and our entry level/new graduates in familiarity/connectivity/practical knowledge of today’s technology and the digital environmentthe untapped capacity that exists across our communities that can be used for goodSenior leaders are battling to get smart on the increasingly fast paced technological evolutions that are occurring and what this means for security, economy, society and governanceGames hours – shows potential unconventional capacity that could be tapped into to help government, law enforcement and military (WoW players have played 6 million years of game time since 2004, longer than the earth has been around)Number of geeks in the audience – experts, people who have the solutions to global challenges, who can help world governments find answers to the tough questions, some of which I will be discussing today.



“REMEMBER, SCIENCE FICTION’S ALWAYS BEEN THE 
KIND OF FIRST-LEVEL ALERT TO THINK ABOUT THINGS 

TO COME. IT’S EASIER FOR AN AUDIENCE TO TAKE 
WARNINGS FROM SCI-FI WITHOUT FEELING THAT WE’RE 
PREACHING TO THEM. EVERY SCIENCE FICTION MOVIE I 
HAVE EVER SEEN, ANY ONE THAT’S WORTH ITS WEIGHT 

IN CELLULOID, WARNS US ABOUT THINGS THAT 
ULTIMATELY COME TRUE.” 

 
STEVEN SPIELBERG  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have always been a big fan of science fiction. Ever since I was a kid I have always had a book or comic in hand that was either science fiction or science fact and that hasn’t changed. In fact, science fiction has become a great tool in my epic quest to educate our senior leaders but also to inspire members of the public to get involved and use their powers for good. Let me show you what I mean.
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Everyone is familiar with movies and comics like the Avengers, X-Men, Superman, Antman and the Flash. These stories depict fantastic technologies and people with seemingly super-human powers.  But like Steven Spielberg said, good science fiction often precedes science fact.  Let’s look at the most recent Avengers movie, “The Age of Ultron”.  The good guys wind up confronting robots swarms created by a networked Artificial Intelligence named Ultron which becomes a decentralized entity dispersed across the internet. Ultron is able to continuously regenerate into new forms or bodies when his old body is destroyed. Even more impressive are the heroes: Tony Stark billionaire scientist with a robotic armored suit who also has tech implants keeping him alive, genetically modified humans like the Hulk, and some pretty incredible technology like directed energy weapons, advanced medical techniques, advanced fabrication machines and the ability to fly. Talk about some awesome perks! Our world is pretty boring compared to that right???Now what would you say if I told you that, thanks to technological convergence and exponential disruptive technologies, a lot of the Avengers science fiction is now becoming science fact?Let’s look at some Tech Developments in the last 15 months from 2015- present dayLLNL and also labs in China have successfully begun to 3D bioprint structures with living cells and biomaterials in an environment that is engineered to allow human blood vessels to grow and developImagine the impact of 3D printed blood supplies -cells could be cultured from the patient for just in time production, maintaining permanent blood stocks and worrying about disease control would become obsoleteIn Germany a defense contractor just tested out a new laser that can track and take down small maneuvering drones in seconds at over a quarter of a mile awayThis is important as groups like Hamas, Hezbollah and ISIS have begun to more actively employ drones to conduct recon and surveillance and also to launch airborne improvised explosive device attacksThe NPS Advanced Robotic Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSENL) launched a 50 drone swarm that was controlled by one operator; the ultimate goal is to create autonomous drone swarms that could be used for everything from logistics, to warehouse management, to security and base defense or even offensive operationsAdditionally, such advances may have applications in other areas like commercial airlines, air traffic control, even the future of space flight and public transitFor my biohackers and grinders in the house the Northstar VI has been released! This version is simply an LED implant but the V2 will be Bluetooth capable and provide wearers with gesture recognition allowing you to control other devices with a wave (Use The Force!!). They are also looking at programming in a biometrics capability which can push bio-data to the phone, tablet or computer of your choiceWe also have a growing transhumanist movement where people are starting to mesh technology with biology to help solve problems. This is Neil Harbisson a color blind artist from Spain who had a doctor implant this camera into his brain. The camera detects dominant colors and translates that into specific sounds allowing Neil to hear what color is in front of him.Speaking of Iron Man, the new Tactical Assault Light Operator Suit (TALOS) was created to help improve special operator survival for breachers, the first guy or gal through the door. MIT created the suit for SOCOM and it has integrated heating and cooling systems, 3D audio, embedded sensors and computers,  life-saving oxygen and hemorrhage control and a unique set of ballistic protection to include liquid body armor, electrically-activated shield that turns from liquid to solid in millisecondsFor the first time, wounded warriors and injured civilians who have been paralyzed due to injury or accidents have a chance to walk again. ReWalk is a robotic exoskeleton that provides powered hip and knee motion to individuals w/ spinal cord injury (SCI) allowing them stand upright, walk, turn, and climb and descend stairs, something that many of these people feared they would never do againHow about War Machine or the Falcon or even Superman? Yup we’ve got that! If you haven’t seen the videos I highly recommend checking out former Swiss fighter pilot Yves Rossy, aka Jetman, and his French protege Vince Reffett These jetpack suits propel their human pilots at speeds of up to 125 mph allowing them to fly in formation over Dubai with a team of jetsThe University of Illinois has created the first ever “Bio-bots” soft bodied robots powered by muscle cells that respond to external electrical or light stimulus allowing researchers to control them (biology/3D printing/robotics)This work is an important first step in the development and control of biological machines that can be stimulated, trained, or programmed to aid drug delivery,  act as surgical robotics, 'smart' implants, or mobile enviro-analyzersIf you watched the series “The Last Ship” or “Scorpian” you might have heard about CRISPR/Cas9. This is a method by which A technique for editing genes while they reside in intact chromosomes has been a real breakthrough. Literally. In 2013, Science magazine named it the runner-up for breakthrough-of-the-year, and its developers won the 2015 Breakthrough Prize. It evolved as a way for bacteria to destroy viruses, a kind of genetic scissor if you will that can be used to target and cut out any gene just by modifying RNA Pros: it is already helping to ID new ways to fight cancer and genetic diseases as well as options to potentially turn back agingCons: once in a biological system, CRISPR will continue to work, modifying each and every generation afterwards with an up to 97% effectiveness = if inadvertently released into the wild it could cause significant agricultural or ecological damage; fears also exist that it could be used to develop genetically targeted bio-bombs – if you want to learn more check out the Atlantic article called “Hacking the Presidents DNA”.And of course the internet of things – much like Ultron was able to move freely throughout the web, today we seen connected devices from automobiles and trains to medical devices and even of a high end toilet get hackedFrom ransomware to hacking kids toys, the more devices that go online the more challenging cybersecurity will becomeTechnology is moving much faster that expected in multiple areas raising ethical and moral questions as well as revealing significant gaps that will need to be addressed by policymakers, regulators, law enforcement, the military and the public. In this new future, everybody is in play, there are no non-participants. The government can’t do it alone. We need your help.Using a 3D printer and a “bio-ink” made of materials compatible with the human body, Moya and her team have successfully printed structures with living cells and biomaterials. The material and environment are engineered to enable small blood vessels, human capillaries, to develop on their own. (LLNL press release)//////German defense contractor MBDA just shot down a small moving drone with a laser from 1,640 feet away. The German test, according to the company, destroyed a maneuvering drone within seconds, thanks to a tracking and targeting system that kept the beam on the target.///////Advanced Robotic Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSENL), a team of students at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, successfully launched a swarm of 50 drones on August 27th. Perhaps more impressive than just the number is the fact that they were controlled by a single operator. The long-term goal is to have the swarms determine how to act on their own, and ARSENL reportedly intends to test this by eventually having a 50 vs. 50 drone swarm dogfight. We eagerly await the video.//////Northstar V1 provides LED backlighting, purely cosmetic. New Northstar Version 2 will be a “rechargeable device that adds gesture recognition and Bluetooth capabilities, enabling users to control electronic devices with hand movements, as well as add patterns or color variations to LED.“ Grindhouse Wetware is also looking at options to include biometric trackers that can push bio-data and even data for diabetics via Bluetooth to the users iPhone, tablet or desktop and the ability to project text messages, the time, or other information via the LED under-skin display.//////The TALOS (Tactical Assault Light Operator Suit) in the military's next-generation body armor system for special forces operators. Full-body ballistic protection, integrated heating and cooling systems, 3D audio, embedded sensors and computers, and life-saving oxygen and hemorrhage controls; Manufactured by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, SOCOM intends to outfit the TALOS with a revolutionary type of electrically-activated shield called liquid body armor. While wearing the suit, the operator simply triggers a magnetic or electrical current on the TALOS and the body armor transitions from liquid to solid in a matter of milliseconds.Read more: http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/us-military-readies-iron-man-style-suit-for-deployment/#ixzz45w0BgeWq Follow us: @digitaltrends on Twitter | digitaltrendsftw on Facebook///////In July of this year, researchers accomplished a feat that didn’t seem possible just a few years ago. They were able to stimulate the nerves of patients who were completely paralyzed so that they could move their legs in a rhythmic pattern. Now, the same team of scientists have gone one step farther: With the help of a bionic suit, they enabled a paralyzed man to take thousands of steps during a five-day training session, and for the two weeks that followed. The patient--a 39-year-old man who was paralyzed from the waist down four years ago from a severe fall--is the first completely paralyzed person to walk on his own. The results were published and presented at the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society Meeting. ReWalk is a wearable robotic exoskeleton that provides powered hip and knee motion to enable individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) to stand upright, walk, turn, and climb and descend stairs. ///////If there's a rock star in the body-hacking movement, it's Neil Harbisson, a colorblind artist from Barcelona who persuaded a doctor to implant a camera in the back of his head. The antenna, as he calls it, essentially lets Harbisson listen to colors by detecting the dominant color in front of him and translating it into musical notes./////These stunning pictures show the moment two daredevils with jetpacks soared above the skyscrapers of Dubai - at speeds of up to 125mph.Former Swiss fighter pilot Yves Rossy, known as the Jetman, and his French protege Vince Reffett were filmed performing heart-stopping manoeuvres in the skies above the dazzling United Arab Emirates city.The two aviation enthusiasts can be seen zooming over some of the city's most famous landmarks including the giant Burj Khalifa skyscraper - the world's tallest man-made structure.Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3078201/Is-Burj-Incredible-video-shows-two-daredevils-jetpacks-soaring-Dubai-skyscrapers-125mph.html#ixzz45wRkG5uj Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook/////CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — A new class of miniature biological robots, or bio-bots, has seen the light – and is following where the light shines.The bio-bots are powered by muscle cells that have been genetically engineered to respond to light, giving researchers control over the bots’ motion, a key step toward their use in applications for health, sensing and the environment. Led by Rashid Bashir, the University of Illinois head of bioengineering, the researchers published their results in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.“Light is a noninvasive way to control these machines,” Bashir said. “It gives us flexibility in the design and the motion. The bottom line of what we are trying to accomplish is the forward design of biological systems, and we think the light control is an important step toward that.”/////A technique for editing genes while they reside in intact chromosomes has been a real breakthrough. Literally. In 2013, Science magazine named it the runner-up for breakthrough-of-the-year, and its developers won the 2015 Breakthrough Prize.The system being honored is called CRISPR/Cas9, and it evolved as a way for bacteria to destroy viruses using RNA that matched the virus' DNA sequence. But it's turned out to be remarkably flexible, and the technique can be retargeted to any gene simply by modifying the RNA. That may be precisely why the significance of a paper published last week wasn't immediately obvious. In it, the authors described a way of ensuring that if one copy of a gene was modified by CRISPR/Cas9, the second copy would be—useful, but not revolutionary. What may have been missed was that this process doesn't stop once those two copies are modified. Instead, it happens in the next generation as well, and then the generation after that. In fact, the modified genes could spread throughout an entire species in a chain reaction, a fact that has raised ethical and safety concerns about the work.
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Presentation Notes
What I’m going to cover:How this effort started, what are RLTs, how they are already impacting us, potential solutions and how each of you can join me on an epic quest to help make the world a better place



ENTERING THE MATRIX:  
WALKING THE LINE BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND GEEK 

 
• Focused on AM initially but realized there 

were multiple disruptive technologies at work 

• Technological convergence revealed that the 
rapid pace of exponential evolution could in 
fact be accelerated  

• Technological convergence produced new 
breakthroughs (ex. 4D printing) 

• Expertise needed to educate, address 
concerns, make smart policy existed outside 
government 

• Labelled this group of tech as Radical 
Levelling Technologies (RLTs) based on their 
characteristics and effects 

 

Storify.com 
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Linear evolution – cell phone, a couple offshoots like tablets or unexpected – like use in IED triggersWe are used to planning for linear technologies, gov’t has 3, 5, 7 and 10 year plans to update and stay current as well as to address any threatsExponential – impacts multiple areas of society, economy, governance and more all at once and very, very fast. Individual technologies advancing exponentially are seeing new capabilities every 18-24 monthsEx.  3D printed toy that takes 4hrs to print today will take 7:30 min in 2026, potentially faster if coupled with other exponential technologiesTech convergence is causing exponential tech evolution to move even faster – exponential plus effect, makes predicting capabilities and assessing benefits vs risks even harder to doCP perspective: nuclear part that would take several months and a full assembly line plus 168 welds was able to be 3D printed in 4 hoursTesla Fremont plant example 6 DOF Robotics plus 3D printing = programmable in minutes for 24 hr run with minimal human interaction req (repairs/materials/collect finished goods)Small footprint, reduced signatures, highly accessible, low cost, low skill and free online expertise means more difficult to ID an stop safety/security threatsAlso difficult to predict what new technologies may be produced via convergence – 4D printing (active camo – 3d structures that can transform in response to enviro stimulus)It very quickly became apparent that the expertise I needed to get smart on these technologies was in limited quantity in government and that I would have to go outside to non-traditional channels to get what I needed- More on that in a minute but first let’s look at this class of technologies that we decided to call Radical Leveling Technologies and why we gave them that name



RADICAL LEVELING TECHNOLOGIES DEFINED 
 • Anchored in the internet via collaborative, developmental 

or operational necessity critical to the function and/or 
application of the technology 

• Employment results in broad decentralization of power, 
economic or informational capabilities 

• Driven by the innovation & expertise of online Open 
Source Communities (OSCs) 

• Has a transformative, disruptive nature not just within its 
initial sphere of influence but also across a diverse set of 
societal/cultural processes and functions 

• Mature RLTs have the ability to produce generational 
leaps with transnational impacts 
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RLTs: Additive Manufacturing or 3D Printing, Synthetic Biology and Advanced Genomics, Neurotechnology, Nanotechnology, Quantum, High Performance and Cloud computing (to include the Internet of Things), Advanced Robotics, Programmable Materials, the Blockchain Algorithm underlying the development of cryptocurrencies, Artificial Intelligence and the InternetAll of these tech are being rapidly advanced by, with and thru the digital environmentJeremy Heiman has a wonderful TED Talk on this – he calls it “New Power” –while “Old Power” is held by a fewNew power is democratization – it is crowd sourced and crowd shared, open, participatory, peer-driven, distributed and as we saw with events like Arab Spring is can be a force of nature when surged by coordinated massesAll of these advancements are being driven by Open Source Communities, people from all backgrounds and all walks of life, from subject matter experts to hobbyists who are passionate about finding solutionsDremelfuge Cathal Garvey – improvised super centrifuge that can spin samples at 33,000 RPM for under $50 vs $2000 for actual super centrifugeWe can see (and that’s partly why I chose it as the example to illustrate the RLT class) this transformative disruptive nature very clearly in 3D printing as it has been adopted in a variety of ways across medical, aerospace, automotive, food, space, defense and environmental sectorsThis is especially true in third world nations where access to a technology like 3D printing could not only spark an industrial revolution but building upon existing technology, rapidly leapfrog that nation forward, placing its capabilities on par with countries like China and the U.S. or potentially ahead of them. In large part, because of the unknowns as well as the rapid pace of advancement the discussions surrounding policy, regulation, and threats for RLTs is a complex space so it’s important to set the stage early so we don’t make dangerous mistakes.Moore’s Law - defined as the doubling of the performance of semiconductor chips every couple years 3D printing as accessible example



BALANCING THE DISCUSSION 

AI Vs. 
Superbabies 

(Don’t Worry, Be 
Happy!) 

Democratization 
of Power 

Intent Capability 

Nation State 
System 
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The first, most important step we can take in making sure we are being smart in our approach to technology today and in the future is to balance the discussion.Technology it self is agnostic, it is neither evil nor good and while it might have the capability for either, applying labels to emerging tech that cause fear and confusion doesn’t helpIt also doesn’t help if we only emphasize the positive aspects and ignore the possibility of malicious or ignorant use; refusing to talk about threat vectors also doesn’t helpPreviously, from a defense, diplomatic or economic perspective using “Old Power” rules governance issues regarding technology were part of the Nation State system – today with the democratization of power, we see non-state actors employing technology as small groups or individuals and gaining parity with Nation State or even Regional actors in some cases – this is a big indication that it’s high time to rethink both governance and regulation on a global scale- Tossing these problems to the nation state alone to deal with won’t work and neither will solely relying on the public to figure out the answers – it must be a team effortOne of the biggest challenges facing the government today is the ability to get at the aspects of capability and intent – this requires expertise, access and capacityThe government is lacking in all three areas right now but fortunately digital communities can helpGreat example of how the government has started to build unconventional expertise can be seen in the FBI outreach to the Bio hacker communityBiohackers and FBI agents work together to create a culture of shared values, promote ethical science, and educate the FBI on actual capabilities vs perceived threatsFBI in turn has been able to team with Biohacking community to gain subject matter expertise, enable innovation and allow the tech community to Self-RegulateThis allows the community to address any ignorant or potentially malicious actors first via ethical design, education, specific community cultural normsOnly after the community identifies that they aren’t able to deal with a problem or ID a significant threat to public safety/security do they then reach out to authorities to helpThis allows the government to best focus limited resources while also preventing overreactions, false alarms via subject matter expertise and aids in the creation of smart tech policyForeign internal defense – understanding the culture, the society and how it is changing based on the impact of technologies will be critical to ensuring stability, safety, security and innovation. Disregarding fears and failing to address true threats makes the world more dangerous while overstressing threats results in reactive policy that can limit innovation and also lead to leadership/public desensitization concerning actual threats. The Truth is Out There – but not only do we need to be proponents of it, we need to be first with it regarding new technologies- we must be able to confidently articulate both the value of a specific innovation as well as honestly consider the potential for certain aspects to be employed by bad actors to malicious ends. The biggest challenge today is helping governments and nation states to understand the likely impacts of radical leveling technologies, potential threat vectors, and specific aspects (not the entire technology!!) that will require regulation/smart tech policy to help tech communities ensure safety and security for the public. The way to start that discussion is through educationSo let me show you from a counterproliferation perspective why I’m concerned



ENTERING A NEW ERA: TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
 Enabling Factors 

• Down-Skilling/Free SME support 

• Civilian to MilTech processes impact regulation effectiveness 

• Regulatory/Monitoring gaps due to transnational cyber derived nature 

• Anonymizing technologies used to mask illicit activities/malicious actors 

 

Threat vectors 

• Marketplace/social disruption 

• Creation/sale of illicit, unregulated, potentially unsafe products 

• Ineffective policy/regulation = anonymizing effects 

• Misuse/Abuse of tech (includes ignorant actors) 

• Arms racing among nation states and non-state actors for WMDs/WMEs 
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Enabling FactorsThe technologies emerging today, especially in the RLT class, are some of the most cutting edge technologies out there- typically that would mean a certain amount of expertise would be necessary to leverage these technologiesA number of factors at work that have changed the amount of expertise necessary for successful employment and also makes it easier for bad guys to usePre-built kits, free 24/7 online support/forums, “point and click” tech reduces employment complexity (ex. Lizard Squad ‘Lizard Stressor’ malware  marketed, used by group of UK youths in cyber attack)Laws built for linear tech and the physical world don’t transfer well to the cyber worldWithout tech community support, law enforcement and military lack to access/expertise/capacity to effectively assess and address potential threatsCivilian to Military technology development means civilians have access to tech first, understand it in-depth = govt doesn’t have that advantage and then tries to regulate something they lack familiarity withWill talk about policy pitfalls next, but poorly planned policy makes us less secure and plays to the bad guys advantageRegulations not built to address transnational effects of cyber based technologies – why less than 1% of all cyber crime is prosecuted and why cyber crime continues to growPoorly planned policy also can cause an entire tech community to go underground making it harder for law enforcement and intelligence to accurately ID true threatsMost recent examples include Dept of State attempt to regulate 3D digital gun design – resulted in multiple policy pitfalls that increased the opportunities for potential threat actors to be successfulAlso the attempt to force Apple to weaken strong encryption by the FBI – not appropriately handled, Apple has collaborated on terrorism and counterproliferation cases in the past ***There are better ways to get at these problems!!!****Examples:CRISPR/Cas9 a topic of concernCompanies like Origene offer online programmable kits allowing user to select human or mouse DNA to target, company builds kit and ships to user to employSignificantly lowered the bar for effective entryMultiple articles/shows expressing concerns/fears (Atlantic: Hacking the Presidents DNA, Scorpion TV Series Season 2 Episode 18 features CRISPR based genocide bomb)Release of articles on CRISPR/Cas9 techniques criticized by Dr. George Church at Harvard who feels technology is too dangerous Calls for a review of the Asilomar Agreement, the document that was created following concerns over recombinant DNA development/possible abusesGroups like ISIS, Al Qaeda, and AUM have already expressed a desire to develop and employ such technologies against innocent populations; ISIS is already successfully producing and using mustard gasU.S. special forces apprehended Sleiman Daoud al-Afari, who worked for Saddam Hussein's now-dissolved Military Industrialization Authority where he specialized in chemical and biological weapons.Al-Afari detailed the terrorist group's plan to use mustard gas, chemical being used not concentrated enough to cause fatalities, but could cause severe harm and maim peopleScientists in Los Alamos National Laboratory's Chemistry and Explosive Science and Shock Physics divisions are exploring new methods for 3D printing that allow for the function of materials to be controlled by their internal structurewhen applied to the production of high explosive materials, these novel methods will give scientists increased control over the materials' structure and behaviorincreases in both safety and performance for military useHow long before this gets ‘down skilled’ for bad guy use?How long before the bad guys start to 3D print explosive drones for attack? (2011 thwarted plot to attack pentagon and capitol with remote controlled airplane loaded with C4 explosives by AQ affiliate Rezwan Ferdaus)Threat VectorsMarketplace and social disruption of key processes and products – already seeing this as discussions underway of how 3D printing may impact logistics world wide by creating local markets and instead of shipping products you share designs online- the question of intellectual property, what constitutes IP and how is this dealt with is definitely a hot topicCreation and sale of illicit, unregulated and potentially unsafe productsCollaborating with a great group of folks at “I Am the Calvary: Technology We Can Trust” Working to get ahead of the threat with hackable medical devices by engaging government and vectoring proactive solutions to deal with the problem vice waiting for the problem and reactingHow can we work to find ways to verify safety of products for sale online?Long term ecological or agricultural damage – something that CRISPR/Cas9 could cause – the fruit fly study ensured all the flies were kept in a controlled environment and then frozen and disposed of-what happens if an ignorant actor uses CRISPR and releases a plant/animal into the wild that then impacts and entire ecosystem?Deployment of ineffective policy/regulations resulting in anonymizing effectsMisuse or abuse of technology (includes ignorant actors) leading to public endangermentArms racing among rogue states or non-state actors to produce WMDs/WMEs – already seeing this occurring within groups like Hezbollah, Hamas, and ISIS as they learn and diffuse tactics, technique and procedures to new groupsin the next year watch for explosive drone-borne IEDs used against coalition troops3D printed guns, IED parts, and nuclear components already exist and are being produced by both non-state actors and nation states (Sellafield nuclear plant, China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) successfully 3D printed a lower tube socket for the CAP1400 pressurized water reactor fuel assembly – the first time 3D printing has been used to construct nuclear fuel elements in China, CNNC said in a statement)In my research the foundational aspects I argue for in addressing both enabling factors and threat vectors begins with education, ethical design, building collaborative partnerships with tech community and designing smart tech policy.Tech policy is the next piece I want to address, I’ve already alluded to it here a bit but in many ways policy and regulation is also serving to make these challenges worse not better. The way I illustrated this in my research was to use the 3D printed Liberator gun created by Cody Wilson and how the government response resulted in a repeat of the Peer-to-Peer wars waged via Napster (today its E-Mule) against MGM and big music over music file sharing.



ENTERING A NEW ERA: LEGAL/POLICY ASPECTS 
 

Decentralization and Anonymizing Effects 

• MGM prosecuted users and P2P designers; Resulted in increasingly decentralized P2P programs and tech proliferation 
• P2P capability became  autonomous and hosted publically across the internet = can’t target or prosecute a cloud 
• Enhanced use of anonymizing tools and programs to avoid detection by government and corporations in the future 

Compliance Without Effect 

• Government requested take down of Liberator 3D printed gun files; 100,000 downloads had occurred already 
• Defense Distributed complied with request 
• Despite compliance, Liberator design continued to proliferate and evolve via digital environment 

Streisand Effect 

• Barbara Streisand complained about beach house photos leaked on the internet 
• Her actions attracted additional unwanted attention when she tried to suppress the photos 
• Photos became widely proliferated online 

Motivation Crowding Effect 

• Takes moral calculation (stealing music is bad) and turns it into a risk/benefit calculation (free vs legal action) 
• MGM tried to punish individual users and P2P developers via lawsuits and fines 
• Legal actions contributed to belief that P2P downloading was justified; resulted in wide spread proliferation activity 
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Starfish and the Spider: Apache Mystery  Peer-to-Peer Music battle is about to repeat but with new technologies in play-          3D printed guns provide ready example of how a simple misstep can significantly complicate regulatory efforts-          Cody Wilson, a member of the cypher punk community, designed the Liberator 3D printed gun as a statement regarding freedom of speech and expression on lineThe government approach using ITARS as a means to engage on an issue of concern to the publicfollowed by statements in June that all 3D digital weapon designs needed to be reviewed before posting this triggered the following undesired effects and resulted in greater insecurityCompliance without effectWilson complied but the design had already been downloaded 100,000 timesBoth the Streisand Effect and Motivation Crowding effects occurredthe online community was now doubly incentivized to proliferate the design in response to what they saw as a government overreach/overreactionFollowing the announcement in June concerning the unenforceable review of 3D gun digital design by Dept of Statethe City of Philadelphia’s decree to penalize anyone having 3D printed guns or gun parts in the city majority of 3D gun and weapon discussions, forums, chats, etc moved from public to private or anonymized meansDisarming Corruptor emerged to hide 3D gun designs in plain sight-   Takeaway=this area is now a dangerous blindspot and these blindspots are advantageous to malicious actorsWhen you apply these same effects to the counterproliferation mission set, our job becomes infinitely more complexTasked to protect the public globally – but we have limited capacity to engage/detect/respond, can react onlyhow do you identify true threats? - need expertise and access to tech drivers to understand thatHow do you proactively ensure threat vectors are addressed w/o limiting innovation? – need to collaboratively build policy that enables innovation but still addresses threat aspects



ENTERING A NEW ERA: SOCIAL ASPECTS 
• Exponential technologies will reshape the global workforce as tech 

displaces people and jobs 

• RLTs (AI, synthetic biology, 3D printing, etc) will provide new capabilities 
that will change life as we know it 

• Exponential transitions will require exponential mindsets; leadership and 
citizens must be ready for accelerated evolution, disruptive effects & 
complexity = global instability will need to be handled with finesse and 
international collaboration 

• Must ensure that social norms, ethics and values prevail to ensure equal 
access to the benefits as well as equal protection from the threats 

• Tech communities (OSCs) can self regulate, use education and limit 
potential threats early on by creating a culture of accountability 

• OSCs can also help to educate government and create much needed 
capacity, expertise and access which in turn lead to smart tech policy 
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The final piece to the puzzle is peopleThis goes back to my earlier statements, that technology is agnostic and understanding capability vs intent is criticalTechnology + People = solution or threat? Depending on how we move forward will determine in large part how people will factor into the future of technologyUnderstanding how technologies will shape and change society is importantIf tech is going to displace people and take jobs then how can we make sure this doesn’t lead to mass unemployment/underemployment?Knowing what new capabilities exist and will exist next year, 5 years, 10 years, 30 years out will allow for a proactive approachProactive planning ensures we have time to make smart tech policy instead of reacting/making a situation worseProactive thought means we have time to instill ethical practices and a culture of accountability (explore self regulation options)Proactive action means that we all are working hard to make the world a better place and limit malicious actors from using tech for bad purposeSpeaking from experience, those of us in government do develop institutional biases over time - we get stovepiped in our perspectives and that’s dangerous.We need exponential thinkers, people who don’t think like us, people who challenge us, We need leaders globally who are willing to learn how to live and lead in an exponential world and grasp the complexities and challenges to comeMost of all we need people who are comfortable operating in unconventional ways, apply unconventional solutions and are fearless in the face of failureBecause we will fail throughout this transitionThe goal is to fail small and fail forward, learning from these initial lessons and not allowing them to become major failures (i.e. regional or global wars)So what does that look like?



FORGING SOLUTIONS FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW 
 

Collaborative 
Effects 

Regulatory 
Effects 

Active  
Effects 

•  Education and  Outreach 
•  OSC Collaboration/Partnering 
•  Ethical Design 
•  Standardization of safety protocols 
•  Self-policing/self regulation by OSCs 

• Revise Existing Policy 
• Focused Policy Development 
• New CP Model (digital vs physical 

interdiction/disruption) 
• International Jurisdictional authorities 

• Use of Cyber Bounties 
• Establish Cyber Privateer Clause 
• Continue Development of Government/Private 

sector/OSC fusion centers for intelligence sharing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a very rough framework of three types of effects that the government can use to start fromwe’ve already covered the first section, collaborative effects, as I believe a firm foundation in this area can overcome a lot of potential challenges before they even beginThe next step is to revisit existing policy and regulation both nationally and internationally, identify shortfalls, come up with new ideas for how to regulate AND innovate Our counterproliferation models are focused on physical transactions and in most cases are unable to address the exponential natures of the disruptive technologies we are dealing with todayWe need to come up with new models, based in todays technology but capable of evolving/keeping pace with tech over time and new threatsHow does this work in a cyber environment?How do we get everyone to come together on development of international authorities for dealing with cyber crime or other complex issues like chemical or biological warfare?How do we get non state actors to participate/adhere to these agreements? Its no longer just about nation states…..Finally when I think about active effects I think about what I see that is working todayI love cyber bounties! Engaging with hackers to identify and strengthen security and maintain/improve the health of the internet is one of the best concepts everGain expertise, find creative open source solutions, save the government money and protect the public = win for everyoneThe privateer clause is still around and I think we should be using it – reward people for stopping bad guys from doing harm or helping solve crimesImagine the impact this would have = cyber community watch can provide capacity, self regulation locally, nationally and internationallyBad guys get caught and punished, good guys get rewarded for helping outRecent examples: Ghost Sec and Anonymous working to stop the hate speech and terrorist recruiting efforts via social media and online forums, the twitter and FB users in Philly who helped ID and catch a group of kids responsible for attacking a gay couple outside a dinner, all of those people working to enable public discourse and freedom of expression in ISIS dominated areas, online teams combatting human trafficking and shutting down kiddie porn sitesIn my thesis I refer to several start up efforts to create true government/public intelligence fusion centers in order to respond to natural disaster, national security, or regional terror type eventsTo date these efforts are still fairly limited and do not have a fully integrated joint team of civilians and government operating in an open source environment togetherGood starting point but we need to break down language and culture barriers between government, law enforcement, military and tech and build a strong coalition ready to protect public safetyThese fusion centers should also be education and outreach focal points, sharing information across communities including the public and working to leverage new tech to the advantage of allI am an optimist and an idealist despite my chosen profession because I see the incredible good being brought forth from tech todayI really believe as the world becomes more interconnected so must weLike I said the government can’t do it alone, we need your help



THE WAY FORWARD FROM HERE…. 

• What will you do to make the world: safer, more secure, and to the benefit of all? 

• Gamers 
• Games for Good: http://www.gamesforgooddesign.com/ 

• Hackers 
• Hack the Pentagon: https://hackerone.com/hackthepentagon 

• Cyber Security Geeks 
• Cultivate Smart Tech Policy: https://www.iamthecavalry.org/ 

• Bio-Hackers 
• Improve Medical Tech for Diabetics: http://www.nightscout.info/ 

• Makers 
• “Treatment not Terror” – MIIS-CNS & IAEA initiative to improve cancer treatment and prevent 

radiological terrorism across Europe – talk to Dr. Dalnoki-Veress for more info on how to get involved! 

• Epic Quest: http://www.nuclearsecuritychallenge.org to help make the world’s nuclear arsenal safer!! 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think the recent efforts by SOCOM, the FBI and Department of State to begin interacting and partnering with Tech communities is the right answer. It would be easy and there will definitely be some hurdles to overcome but if we all agree to listen, work together and focus on how to solve these challenges I am certain we will all achieve success.To that end my second goal today is to recruit some of all of you to join me as a gamer, hacker, maker, scientist or hobbyist, and bring your passion bear to start making these positive changes.Each of these initiatives are already making a difference because just by existing, they are getting the discussion started and sometimes that is the hardest partNo excuses!! If you are super busy you can still lend a hand – games for good have microvolunteer options which allow you to play for 3-5 minutes but still have a major impact.If you’ve got your smart phone or tablet I want you all to go check out this site – we’re all going to be microvolunteers and make an impact: http://freerice.com/When the site opens click the “Subjects” bar at the top of the screen and select “English Grammer”Once the screen pops up answer the question – now look around – everyone here who just did that donated 10 grains of rice to the UN World Food Program – we just gave another human being dinner! Pretty cool right?You can play the game an do goodOr you can go to gamesforgooddesign.com and make your own game to help people out!

http://www.gamesforgooddesign.com/
https://hackerone.com/hackthepentagon
https://www.iamthecavalry.org/
http://www.nightscout.info/
http://www.nuclearsecuritychallenge.org/


QUESTIONS? 

"There was an idea called the Avengers Initiative. The idea 
was to bring together a group of remarkable people so 
they could become something more. See if they could work 
together when we needed them to - to fight the battles we 
never could."  
 - Nick Fury 
 The Avengers 2012 
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